
Peak Picks  
Short & Long term GOLD MINER 

BREADTH OSCILLATORS
FEB 14, 2014

the Long & the Short of IT( the PM 
Complex Rally)

The Daily we see above Left has the 
Stochastics built into the chart on top.

The Weekly we see above Right has the MACD built into the top of the chart.
Analyzed from a cyclical perspective I am coming to suspect we will have a bit more top action and 

then go into a consolidation as if we are skipping a correction which will be very confusing to many.
Below you see two cycles that are currently running overlapping on each other.  Over time they will 

lose their synchronization but for now you can see what leads me to think we will have an extended 
CONSOLIDATION into 
March once we hit our 
Local Top in the next 
week or two, and then a 
drop back into the KILL 
ZONE where the TAX 
DAY MASSACRE hit last 
year, in 2013.  HOWEVER 
the BIAS and TREND will 
be UP, not down, so once 
that is over, the Rally will 
resume if I am guessing 
right.  As we go into the 
last 2 weeks of FEB I 

figure for a lot of weakness, followed by Mach which is a bit of a downer but mostly stalemated.
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Peak Picks  
Valentines Day 2014

 
LET's get to the PICKS

 

    

WEBSITE Canadian Gold Developer WEBSITE US Fertilizer Producer
   US PINK Sheets = CLICF

 STOP= $44>>>>
1st Price Target>>
= $51, est time
necessary=3 mo 
min (SWAG)

/////////////////////////

<< Stop =C$0.22
<< 1st Price Target
= C$ 0.32
Min Time necessary
= 6 weeks (SWAG)
SWAG= Scientific Wild 
Guess.

OK to buy up to C$ 0.30 OK to buy up to $48
  La Ronge Gold Belt properties under In the spring a farmer's fancy turns
study and permitting.   Ontario properties to fertilizers.  Thats where MOS
hold high grade veins, enters the picture.
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Peak Picks  
Valentines Day 2014

 
LET's get to the PICKS  cont'd

STOP=$15
Ensign price 
Obj = C$26, 

est time 
nec=3-6 mo.
(SWAG)IMO 

 

DNR 1st 

target = 
18.65.  Time 
req'd
=6-12 wks
(SWAG), 
IMO.

OK to buy up to C$ 17.25 OK to buy up to $16.25
 WEBSITE Cdn Energy Svc's WEBSITE      O & G Prod'r+ CO2 flooding
 US PINK SHEETS = ESVIF

Information  contained is  for  instructional  &    educational  purposes  only.   Investors  are   responsible  for  their  own   
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For the best in TIMELY TACTICAL INVESTING INFORMATION,     SUBSCRIBE HERE     to   
Peak Performance Picks, satisfaction guaranteed, no questions asked.  Weekly 
with PICKS, objectives, stops.  The best Technical Service in the Resources 
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Micro-Caps.
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LET's get to the PICKS  cont'd

As the 
economy 
worsens, 
more and 
more people 
become 
“shade tree 
mechanics 
just for 
frugality, 
and after 
market auto 
parts chains 
benefit.  Not 
a resource 
but a 
support 
stock, Pep 
Boys has 
been a no-
brainer 
during each 

OK to buy up to $19.00      downturn. OK to buy up to $12.50
WEBSITE CRK STOP = 15.50 WEBSITE  PBY STOP = 11.00
 Time Nec. To approach Obj = 3 mo Time Nec. To approach Obj= 4 mo
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You can do your best to buy on down days, 
but with the way this is moving, too much 
caution may net you nothing, so be 

tempered about GREED.  STOPS should be set at the CROSS over of the 20DMA and 
50DMA until you have sufficient profit to move them up by the same proportion that 
existed BEFORE from that crossover.   For instance, the last ETF listed, SILJ has a cross over 
20/50 at just under $10.  Thus the STOP is $2 under the price.   To move the stop upward, you would need 
about a 15% upmove to make it sensible, so a move say to $13.75, would allow you to move your STOP to 
12.00 to make sure you capture a profit whatever may happen.    A slightly different approach uses 
an existing measure to help estimate your STOPS:

The LIME GREEN line represents a price 
level 3 AVERAGE TRUE RANGES below 
the HIGHEST price in the last 22 days.     
You can see how the AVERAGE TRUE 
RANGE is calculated HERE.  The ATR 
attempts to take volatility into account but in the case 
of SILJ places the stop so high it is unacceptable, as 
you will likely get shaken out on ANY reaction.  The 
name of this game is “HANG IN THERE”.

So to account for this, I'd consider using the 
LOWER of the TWO, the CHANDELIER EXIT or 
the 20 / 50 DMA crossOver for the FIRST STOP.

After that its your discretion and comfort zones.

Dashboard Instruments

LINK$   < CLICK to ACTIVATE
Instrument Panel, BULL / BEAR Instrument Chart Interpretation:

1. MACD & Moving Averages show DIRECTION;
• StochRSI & CCI of CMF, show EXTENT of Move

• Extremes of Stoch RSI & CCI of CMF relent when MACD reverses .

• Thus DIRECTION continues UNTIL MACD REVERSES.
• For analysis, remember that StochRSI & CCI are RELATIVE measures, MACD & Moving 

Averages are ABSOLUTE measures, and will persist in extreme states UNTIL the ABSOLUTE 
Measures CHANGE DIRECTION

     So MACD shows which way the trend is going, and StochRSI tell you when the Trend has been so 
strong for so long it may begin to lose steam and reverse, for when StochRSI, moves out of  its “Xtreme 
Zone” it is a “HEADS – UP Alert”  that ALWAYS    HAPPENS   before a TREND CHANGE.   One last 
note: TRENDS do NOT always CHANGE when StochRSI exits an extreme zone(generally 80 or .8 on the 
upside & 20 or .2 on the downside).

You may always set a stop limit or buy limit @   the 20/50 DMA Bull crossover, and a STOP 
order 10% lower than that point.
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